Name of the Course: History of Buddhism in India

Course Code: BSCE 101

Aim of the Course
The aim of the course is to provide a comprehensive knowledge of the history of Buddhism in India and the background to the emergence of Buddhist Culture in the Indus valley.

Intended Learning Outcomes
At the end of this course students will be able to explain the historical reality of the origin of Buddhism in India and identify the impact of socio-political and economic conditions on Buddhist culture.

Course Content
The culture of the Indus Valley civilization: The Vedic Literature, the Vedic pantheon, sacrificial rituals political and economic life of the Pre Vedic and Vedic India, Life–cycle rites, karma and transmigration, despair and hope, Religious and cultural elements presented in the Brahmanas, Cultural evolution during the period of the Aranyakas and the Upanishads, Distinctive features of the Sramanic and the Brahmanic culture; Caste systems: stages of life; religious rituals and customs; asceticism and practices, Dawn of the Buddhism: socio-political, economic and religious background of the North India during the 6th century B.C.; Buddhist critique on creator God: social stratum, Buddhism and woman liberation, special characteristics of the life of the Buddha: propagation of Dhamma; services rendered by the disciples to spread and existence of Buddhism; expansion of Buddhism; Buddhist councils: first council, second council, third council, emperor Ashoka his Dharmavijaya policy; schism of Buddhism; origin of Buddhist art and architecture.

Assessment Scheme
i. Time of Assessment - End of the year  
ii. Assessment Methods - Written examination  
iii. Assigned Percentage of Marks for each Component – 100%

Recommended Reading
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- Manijoshi Lai (1977) Studies in Buddhist culture of India. Published by Sundaralal Jain. Delhi  
- Warder, AK Indian Buddhism, (1980), Indian Buddhism, Delhi Motilal Banarsidass.
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